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About This Content

The Supporter Package adds no extra content!
This DLC is only for people who enjoyed ThinkToDie and wish to support the game by purchasing this DLC and therefore

support the development of future and upcoming games.
With this package you help and support keeping this game free available and free to play for everyone.

Again: This DLC adds NO new content to the game. It is a supporter package only!
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The game itself is good, but the movement is kind of finicky at times. So basically, you can move by touching the trackpad and
run by pressing and holding it. You can do this with both trackpads, but some actions with the gun also use the pressing action.
This lead to some movement when I didn't want to, and could be a problem sometimes. Otherwise, pretty good.. Awaiting
refund on this one, a shocking game, with occasional crashes. It looks terrible and sounds terrible, with weird 3rd Reich music,
ideal for an SS Goose Step parade but not a soccer management game.

Should have known better with all the poor reviews, but I thought with a new version released each year, refinements and
improvements would be made. I hazard a guess that hasn't happened and they're just re-releasing the same ugly, flawed bore fest
annually.
Mercifully it took be a lot less than the 2 hours play time to be eligible for refund, for me to realise this game is a complete pile
of horse\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

Since imo the last good Football Manager was the 2012 version, I've been hankering for a 90's style simple soccer management
game, didn't have to look amazing, but had the playability factor of a Premier Manager or even one of the myriad of excellent
ZX Spectrum simple soccer management games. This was nowhere near, and totally overpriced.

This is awful, it's impossible to buy a player in a higher division... Save yourself \u00a316.99, and give Club Manager 2017 a
miss.. Negitive review withdrawn. I got all the tracks nvm

Love the soundtrack and the game. thanks guys for making an awesome sale on the soundtrack. you guys are more awesome you
already give yourself credit for:). Well, it's same tracks as in-game and I usually don't recommend OST DLCs that have it same.
And here are fairly unmemoriable songs, sorta something nice for background, samey, eh.. This "add-on" makes all the previous
ship models uselss, the new hulls are compleatly unbalanced and many are twice the size of the old racial counterparts for the
same class. Completely obliderates the use of the racial ship hulls there is no reason to use the old ones anymore, making battles
bland and monotone.. You\u2019re placed in a sandbox universe free to do as you please; bounty hunter, pirate, trader, station
manager\u2026

Often feels empty and lacking content, has frustrating keyboard controls, simple AI, has poor support for mice so a joystick is a
must but despite that it\u2019s quite fun.. Not worth the $1.00. With the vive, eventually I got to a point where I cannot
advance. This is the end of the first set of rooms. I can't click on anything to advanced the story.. In game day 1: Help, there's a
bear near my base, I'm trapped!
In game day 25: There's a bear near my base, looks like bear is back on the menu!

If you don't like having to gather materials and food a lot, this is a nice survival game that gives you good options for building a
base and surviving.. Alright. Investing in this game like Buffet, time for a comeback!

EDIT: Just realized that literally by merely playing the game, I am, by definition, among the top 200 players globally. I'm going
to add this to my Linkedin profile under interests and accomplishments.
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Recreated the boar battle from Princess Mononoke. 10/10 would send San and the wolves to their deaths again.. I Tottaly
Recomend this game to anyone who's from 90s and early 2000s it's a Old game with Old mechanics, that requires Skill and
Teamwork, One of the best FPS-Tactical Game i've played, same to Rogue Spear Series, if you don't like FPS-Tactical without
cover a.k.a "Rainbow Six Vegas 2" you might not like this, it's a VERY OLD GAME, and the Servers aren't dead, community
still playing and they are friendly, Adversal (PvP) or Cooperative (PvE/Co-Op) are FUN ever heared "The Art of 'Serious Fun'"
this game it's one of 'em, have fun if you buy it =)
P.S: Sorry for Bad writting it's Deslexia doesnt help.
-Ryan. It's a revamped Brick Breaker with stages and bosses and different modes of play and it has an amazing soundtrack and
other run-on-sentence things.. More like "Pay $2 to keep Jason from killing you.". This is not the RPG. This is a self-contained
card game published by the same people who made the RPG. It is more like Pokemon and Magic the Gathering than Pathfinder
Role-Playing. The goal is to beat scenarios, win cards, better your party of adventurers, and collect gold\/items. You do this over
the course of 7 set story arcs, each with 5 scenarios to win. It is actually quite an impressive game with a variety of tactical
options for those who enjoy the card playing genre. It does have a very random element to it, namely the rolling of dice AND
the drawing of the appropriate cards from a deck of about 11 to 20 cards per character.

Is it hard? Yes, but not all of it is difficult and the tutorial is very good.

Is it replayable? Kind of, since you can choose a different group of adventurers to enhance and "level up" as you progress
through the campaign arc.

Microtransactions? No, the game relies on the use of gold. Gold is acquired through winning scenarios and selling cards you do
not want. There is no way to "purchase" gold in the Steam version, which is very nice.

I don't have enough gold, what do I do? I recommend cheating. Yep, you heard me correctly. Instead of farming a level you can
beat over and over and over again (grinding). You can get a trainer that modifies the dice roll to always come up a specific total
number. If you do that, you can quickly gain a ton of items, weapons, armor, etc. from certain areas and then sell it off at the
end of the scenario, even if you fail to defeat it. This can reward you 200+ gold per shot. If you win a legendary version of a
game, maybe another 250 gold. You can quickly accumulate enough gold to purchase just about everything in the game. It will
still take time.

If you liked Magic as a kid, give this game a shot. Otherwise, don't bother. I hear the card game has a ton of expansions to it
which add more characters, items, etc. Quite a fun idea for a game.. A remake, but good.
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